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MTC’s new theatre plans on show
The Melbourne Theatre Company has released few details of its $56 million project to construct a new theatre
on Southbank Boulevard in the heart of Melbourne’s arts precinct. On Stage’s information comes from
a study of documentation lodged with the State Department of Planning.

T

he MTC has chosen one of six
broad concepts submitted by
architects Peddle Thorp.

Their preference is for a design

public courtyard.
The auditorium seats 500 on one well-

Drama fronting Dodds Street, and the

proscenium opening, in front of which is a

26-story residential tower, fronting Sturt

forestage complete with its own lift and

interior courtyard and a 26-story residential

flying facilities.

Under the preferred design the theatre’s

Victorian College of the Arts’ School of

raked level. The stage has a traditional

combining a 500-seat theatre, an open
block containing 344 units.

theatre. This backs onto the proposed new

The only backstage access to the stage
area is from the prompt side—one large

Street.
Compared with the theatre block the
apartment tower is conventionally
designed, rendered in concrete and glass

Southbank Boulevard façade has a

door for scenery access (via a loading dock

distinctive, light, somewhat flamboyant

on Sturt Street) and a second door leading

and detailed with elements in timber

feel. Asymmetrical, it is dominated by a

from the dressing rooms, offices and stage

and stone .

huge gentle arc, beneath which shelter

door (also on Sturt Street). Stairs lead to a

Plans call for 344 units: six of three

sloping horizontal elements. It is clad in

second level which houses more dressing

bedrooms, 259 of two bedrooms (including

bold, brightly coloured aluminium, with

rooms, offices, and a green room. Also on

several two-level units) and 79 one-

slender steel supports and walls of

this level, at the Dodds Street end of the

bedroom studio apartments.

translucent and transparent glass,

building, are more offices, a VIP room and

permitting glimpses of the activity inside.

a room for members’ functions.

Behind it rises the bulk of the zinc-roofed
stage tower and on the Sturt Street frontage,
the apartment building.
On the corner of

Behind the theatre is a large open
internal courtyard, not accessible from the

The latter are designed to appeal to
students. There will be a two-level
residents’ undercover car park. This will
cater for only 272 cars with no public
parking. There are two
small retail areas on Dodds

Southbank Boulevard and

Street and a third on

Dodds Street will be a small

Sturt Street.

open plaza with provision for

The theatre is to be

café tables. From here doors

funded with a land cost

lead to the foyer. Ahead and

contribution from the

to the right are the box

University of Melbourne

office, bar, cloaking facilities,

and the project made viable

toilets, a bookshop and a

by the sale of an appropriate

restaurant with another bar

yield from the residential

and table seating for around

component of the

80. At the Southgate/Sturt

development.

Street corner of the building
is a rehearsal room and a

n

Capital works

problem session for several more years.

A master plan for Bendigo’s new performing arts centre unveiled.

In 1946 she started ‘Pennies for Food for

distinguished cast in the world première of

Honours to
theatre people

ity of Greater Bendigo mayor Cr

government would commit an additional $1

Britain’. No donation was too small. Food

Patrick White’s A Cheery Soul.

Victoria Theatres Trust chairman Henry

Barry Ackerman has announced

million to the project, increasing the

higher than council anticipated and this

was obtained—some from her faithful

an exciting master plan for the

government’s contribution to $4 million.

funding will ensure all gaps are met,’

advertisers and packed into standard

television plays and serials, including

Birthday Honours for 2001. He has been

she said.

parcels, each addressed to a British family

Consider Your Verdict (largely unscripted, this

awarded an Officer in the Order of

in need.

utilised her ability to ad lib dialogue), A

Australia (AO) for his service through the

Taste for Blue Ribbons, Homicide, Matlock Police

Victorian College of the Arts and to law.

C

Cr Ackerman said the additional funding

future development of the Capital

Louise raised money for many causes.
‘Twelve million dollars was slightly

would help council cover the rising cost of

Performing Arts Centre.

the theatre.

It includes construction of a 950 seat

‘This is the biggest project council has
undertaken in a hundred years.’

n

Louise and willing Penguin Books’ staff
did the packing at Penguin’s warehouse in

theatre at the rear of the existing theatre

Repertory Company (today’s Melbourne
Theatre Company) appearing with a

Von Bibra has been named in the Queen’s

She also appeared in numerous

Similarly honoured is Victorian Arts

and Division 4, and in the 1973 feature films

and arts centre. The new $12 million

Libido and Alvin Purple.

Centre president and VTT member

theatre will feature seating on two levels, a

Shakespeare for the
vision impaired

Carrillo Gantner, in recognition of his

For a number of years Louise served on the

playwrights and arts administration.

spacious foyer, a large stage with a 10m
wide proscenium arch, generous wing and
rear stage space, and full flying facilities.

committee of the Victorian Drama League

A special lift will allow the forestage to

and she was vice-president of the Victorian

be used as a performing area, an orchestra

Actors’ Benevolent Fund. Another interest

pit or for additional seating.

Phyllis Goodwin-Dorning of Frankston—

university examinations.

The architect for the project is

remembered as Nina Cooke, who, with

When she found the RVIB had no

Melbourne-based Hassell Pty Ltd, designers

Shakespeare on tape she read the complete

of the Adelaide Festival Theatre and other

works for them, with the assistance of some

significant theatres.

of her professional friends and colleagues, a

The launch was highlighted by a

labour of love that spanned five years.

surprise announcement by Bendigo East

the British Empire Medal for her services to
Port Melbourne. In all, seven tonnes of

Louise starts C2

parcels were sent.

A Melbourne entertainment identity prepares for her second century.

ouise Homfrey is 100 years old. This

about 18 months before so I went to

in 1930. In 1932 she came to Melbourne on

After her radio career Louise worked as
a stock clerk with Penguin until 1956, when
she went to Melbourne University Press’

remarkable woman, for so long a

Sydney’s 2BL which had one announcer

holiday and decided to stay. She freelanced

bookshop, looking after UN and UNESCO

contributor to Melbourne’s arts

and one pianist and said, “I can sing”.

on several stations including 3AW.

publications. She stayed there until her

scene, celebrated her centenary among
close friends on 22 December 2000.
Born in Wanganui, New Zealand on

‘I have a light baritone voice and they
engaged me to sing popular songs.’
Louise adopted the name ‘Louise

For the princely sum of £6 a week she

Smith in the preparation of this article.]

Llewelyn, actors who were touring with the

Huston. Her distinctive, rich, deep voice

Bland Holt Company.

Women’s Radio Service, a mixture of letters

earned her the title ‘lady baritone’, and in

from listeners with problems, letters

1927-8 she cut six 78 rpm sides for the

suggesting solutions, popular and classical

Parlophone label.

music, stories from Louise’s travels, and a

In 1937 Louise took over the 3DB

sprinkling of advertisements.

acknowledge the country of her birth.

fare to Britain where she ended up singing

Louise is still known by her nieces as Moa.

on the BBC, ‘but I saw the inside of a lot of

‘A big row’

odd places before that!’ she says.

‘The session became me and it was my life.

When she was six weeks old Louise and
her parents returned to Sydney to live.
‘I wanted no part of show business,’

Louise returned to Australia in 1929 and
a stint on 2FC and a short season on the

And in the British honours list, longtime Australian resident, Googie Withers
was created a Companion of the British

n

n

Carroll’s house
on the hill
for sale
The stately South Yarra mansion that, since

drama group. Louise was active as stage

1946, has been the home of the Carroll

manager, actor, director, booking clerk, set
painter and general factotum.
Between 1952 and 1975 she directed
seven plays, stage managed 13, acted in 14,
did props for three, was booking clerk for
nine and painted the sets for most of
the others!

I did not think about much else,’ she says.

In 1965 Louise was made an Honorary

Apart from a tour of the United States

Life Member of the Melbourne University

Tivoli Circuit followed. She then switched

in 1946 seeking fresh ideas, and a trip to

Graduate Union, in recognition of her

from Canada in 1926 after seven weeks as a

to 2UW where she received her education

Britain in 1950, Louise stayed at 3DB until

outstanding services to the Tin Alley Players.

stewardess on a ship, I had no job and little

as a radio announcer.

‘a big row’ in 1953 ended her daily session,
although she continued with a weekly

the Mornington Peninsula.

Players, Melbourne University’s graduate

Louise reminisced. ‘When I came back

Louise joined 2UW’s Women’s Session

congratulations and warmest wishes to

promoting them on air.

to the community performing arts scene on

the Victoria Theatres Trust.

The Victoria Theatres Trust offers its

[We acknowledge the assistance of Meg

several Tivoli productions. In more recent

Congratulations to all recipients from

Gilbert and Sullivan.

who suggested Louise join Tin Alley

Norway in 1950. Nina also appeared in

Empire (CBE).

baroque composers, old musicals and

Louise Homfey on her 100th birthday.

the original JCW production of The Song of

AO,

and listening to music, especially the

graduate and friend from her 3DB days,

names: Monica Louise and Homfrey

Restless, young Louise scraped up the

words, Scrabble, crosswords,

days a week, seeking out advertisers and

Homfrey’ combining her parents’ given

a name chosen by her mother to

Louise continues to enjoy fishing, books,

conducted her own one-hour session six

daughter of Monica and Homfrey

Llewelyn, after Hinemoa, a Maori princess,

the blind.

It was Jean Lawson, a university

22 December 1900, Louise is the second

She was christened Hinemoa Monica

official retirement in 1963.

her husband Charles Dorning, starred in

years she has made a notable contribution

In 1980 Louise Homfrey was awarded

MLA Jacinta Allan that the state

money. Radio had started in Australia

An OAM also went to Marjorie

textbooks for blind students in HSC and

and green room facilities.

A Medal in the General Division
(OAM) went to veteran actor and variety
Hill, Queensland.

Blind. She devoted eight years to taping

musicians’ rooms, a workshop, wardrobe

promoter of Australian theatre, and

performer Leo (Lucky) Grills of Daisy

was the Royal Victorian Institute for the

Backstage will be dressing rooms,

L

services to the performing arts as a

She joined Actors’ Equity and in 1963

VTT members’ benefits
Your VTT membership card gives you
10 per cent discount thanks to the
generosity of these retailers…
Middle Eight Music
for CDs. Phone (03) 9510 5109 or
internet www.middle8.com
Victorian Arts Centre Shop
for CDs, books, videos, cards,
souvenirs and unusual gifts. Phone
(03) 9281 8285 or visit on the ground
level of the Theatres building.

family is on the market.
Built in 1869 on the north-east corner of
Domain and Punt Roads, the grand twostorey house has been host to many of the
world’s theatrical greats who came to
Australia to play at the Princess Theatre
under the management of Garnet H.
Carroll and, later, his son John.
On Stage plans to explore the house’s
fascinating theatrical history in a
forthcoming issue.

n

played with John Sumner’s Union Theatre
Winter 2001ON STA
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Does Melbourne need more theatres?
Prominent theatre people and commentators discuss the pros and cons of new theatres
and what should happen to Melbourne’s heritage of existing venues.

David Penfold

In an age of ‘remove and replace’ where

cannot seem to help themselves and most

General Manager, Her Majesty’s
Theatre

everything is disposable, it is easy to view

modern theatre buildings find themselves as

one’s own needs in a rather narrow and

part of a complex of buildings or venues.

Does Melbourne need more theatres?

possibly shortsighted way. The Melbourne

The bunker approach to providing venues

Theatre Company’s desire for a new venue

is psychologically remote and ugly, with

would seem, on the face of it, to defy logic.

resultant commercial implications. The fact

No! The old adage rings true, ‘you can
have too much of a good thing’. A strong,

MTC wishes to have more control of

successful and entertaining theatre presence

its business, have a visible shop front, to

has proven to be a major asset to the

term lease payments to a landlord and to

cities—such as New York, London, Toronto,
Paris and Chicago.
As with any commodity, flood the
there are victims. In the world of theatre
such victims lose millions. If one of our
‘heritage’ theatres were to fold due to a glut,
then Melbourne’s history would also
be a victim.
The question being asked at the
moment is ‘Should Crown be forced

community or the producers. Melbourne is
already well served by great theatres.
Crown seems to have found its level
when it comes to its venues. The Ballroom
has become the place for big name cabaret
and special events like the Logies and the
Brownlow Medal. The Showroom has
struggled at times, but seems to be finding
its identity. An extra venue would cause
major headaches in terms of having to find
product to keep it viable. The Casino may

and some support for maintaining and

is a tragedy. A dark theatre basically means

indeed Australia by successfully presenting

preserving the heritage aspects of the

Australian actors, directors, writers,

the best of Australian and international

buildings into the future.

designers, technicians and theatre staff are

performing arts, while nourishing and growing
the nation’s artists and theatre practitioners.
These theatres were the cradle for

In Melbourne particularly,
acknowledgement should be made of the

out of work—not to mention the vast range
of supporting individuals and industries.

huge contribution these theatres can and

A dark theatre means Australian stories

dollars, most notably from recent long

appeal for Australians, are not being told.

Australia, training artists, technicians, scenic

running hits like The Phantom of the Opera,

artists, costume makers etc., and delighting

Les Misérables, Cats, Big River and 42nd

provide the framework to keep theatres lit

millions of happy patrons.

Street. Governments should support and

longer and see Australian stories told and

assist the commercial managements in the

Australian versions of other stories keeping

Melbourne be established?

Around Australia, arts centres were built

A strong, vibrant theatre district will

unless the theatre community adopts a

theatre seats per capita than London.

people employed and entertained, while

dynamic and holistic approach to its

of the industry and the inability of currently

However if you asked anyone about Paris

Melbourne like The Lion King and

significantly contributing to the city’s

inventory of buildings then this sort of

available resources to keep up with a

theatre, they could really only identify the

The Producers.

economic welfare. It also gives Melbourne

rapidly maturing industry. These centres

Paris Opéra or a Lido/Moulin

were needed to house our orchestras

Rouge. Even the Parisians have no

and state theatre companies. Bigger

sense of a consolidated theatre area

theatres provided the large stages,

like the great shopping precincts of

modern technology and greater

Rue St Honoré and the Opéra

seating capacity required to

arrondissement because there is no

accommodate the growing needs of

Positive action must be taken to enliven

the leading edge or point of difference over

A strong, vibrant theatre district will
provide the framework to keep theatres
‘lit’ longer and see Australian stories told
and Australian versions of other stories…

any other Australian city. Every city
has arts or performing arts centres
but most have lost their wonderful
heritage theatres. Melbourne has not
and must not.
The area should be developed

decision really is very isolationist. It also is

such precinct in Paris. Theatres are dotted

not a justifiable use of funds given Melbourne’s

the now national opera and ballet

all over Paris like Metro stations

companies, orchestras and audience

these theatres and the historic theatre

that brand the district ‘entertainment’,

numbers, providing Australia with world

district. Bring it back from the brink, so it

highlight the ongoing history of the area

current available infrastructure. We do not

Melbourne has a resource unique to the

and provided with enhancements

need more bricks and mortar but creative

southern hemisphere and, London and

ways to support, adapt and utilise what

class facilities to meet local and

New York aside, has an asset few cities in

may thrive once again and return to being

and celebrate its wonderful past. These

we already have.

international demands while remaining

the world possess. Melbourne has nine

a delightful place for people to go see a

enhancements then create a safe and

economically viable.

show, have a great meal and feel safe while

inviting place for people to visit. The more

doing so. Not to compete with the arts

people that come, the greater the audience

The reality is that Melbourne does

traditional lyric theatres, six of which are

The historic theatre district and environs

have dark theatres and the allocation of one

situated to the north-east of Swanston Street.

of these theatres to MTC would be possible,

were left crumbling and struggling to

This asset needs to be rigorously exploited.
This area is also home to the cinema
district, other popular entertainment venues
and a host of great restaurants.
Over the past 20 or so years, the once
vibrant Melbourne theatre district has, at
the hands of governments and developers,
been dealt some severe body blows in the
name of progress. These initiatives are in
the main worthy, needed, and in some
cases, essential. The Victorian Arts Centre,
Southbank, Crown Casino complex, Jeff’s
Shed and now Federation Square, along
with the art gallery, the headquarters of the
Australian Ballet, the ABC and the
Victorian College of the Arts, have
combined to become a new precinct
commonly known as ‘The Arts Precinct’.
While creation of this area is to be
applauded and is part of the extension and
revitalisation of a depressed sector and the

precinct but to co-exist with it in harmony,

numbers are and the more successful

survive. Indeed if it were not for the

balance and prosperity, giving the people

theatre becomes.

enterprise, passion and commitment of

of Melbourne diversity of choice and the

people like David Marriner and Mike

opportunity to enjoy their heritage.

even desirable, and would further consolidate
the concept of the theatre precinct.
Theatres are flexible buildings and can

and future audiences, and accommodate the

on to less taxes being paid to Government.

many different requirements of various

In other words, a new theatre would

productions. London and New York are

directly impact on the revenue that the state

well served with their ancient playhouses

government depends upon to, in part, fund

and idiosyncratic theatre buildings.
For instance the Comedy could be

by casino taxes results in government

‘twinned’ and contemporised if you like,

needing to raise more revenue from

retaining heritage features by utilising them

other sources.

in a different context or temporarily hiding
them. For the season of Cats, Her Majesty’s

existing theatres would be disastrous (note

was totally stripped out, the proscenium

the Sydney experience). Currently, there is

arch decoration and boxes removed and the

a situation of healthy competition in what is

heritage walls covered.

Winter 2001

suffered long periods of being dark, which

have gloriously served Melbourne and

acquisition of future blockbusters for

ultimately cut into Crown’s profits, flowing
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theatres’ contribution to the community

by governments as a response to the growth

technology, meet the expectations of today’s
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Majesty’s, the Princess and the Comedy

contains more theatre buildings and more

with Casinos overseas). This would

essentially a tenuous, fragile and cyclic market.

As things have stood for the last few
years the theatres in the district have

and most other forms of show business in

Should a theatre land precinct for

A very revealing fact is that Paris

be reconfigured to accommodate modern

More importantly the effect on the

They seek acknowledgement of the

their stand alone ‘street’ theatres.

their productions.

have to subsidise shows (a common practice

Victoria. A reduction in revenue generated

For well over 100 years theatres like Her

or international stories, with universal

Yes, yes yes!

into building its new Lyric Theatre?’
not needed or wanted by Crown, the

experience away from the daily grind.

field rather than handouts.

have given to the city in terms of tourist

Currently, there is a situation of
healthy competition in what is essentially
a tenuous, fragile and cyclic market.

The simple answer is NO! It is

people of Victoria a great pleasurable

prefer the establishment of a level playing

Opera Australia, the Australian Ballet, MTC

share in ancillary revenue generated by
This is fair and reasonable; however

market, the standard falls and ultimately

facilities. The privately owned theatres

remains that everyone knows and loves

avoid paying hefty theatre rents or long-

people and the prosperity of many great

natural growth of the city, it should not be
at the expense of another well-established
precinct, now known as ‘The Uptown Precinct’.

Unfortunately now theatre designers

This will lead to more and better
productions, which in turn will keep people

Walsh these venues may not have survived

The development (or re-birth) of a

attending the theatre and the district. and

for future generations to enjoy. Children, on

precinct identity/image is fundamental to

so the cycle goes on. Melbourne has the

the whole, do not desert their parents when

the marketing of theatre and tourism in

opportunity by scale to join New York and

they grow up. They look after them and

Melbourne. London’s precinct nature is a

London as cities that offer visitors a great

make sure they are comfortable. Likewise

great part of the reason why London

theatre experience.

the theatre-going ‘family’ of Australia

theatres work. It is an homogenous thought

should not dump their maturing theatres.

in people’s minds…the Shaftesbury Avenue

to see a Broadway show, the same is the

mentality. It is like the great restaurant

case for the London and the West End.

cities’ arts centres cannot and should not try

precincts, New York’s Fifth Avenue

Theatre in those cities provides

to be all things to all people. There must be

shopping precinct etc., etc.

cornerstones around which their tourism

Unlike regional complexes the major

a balance of the old and new and all

It is much easier to market an

theatres programmed appropriately. Surely

homogenous precinct with a core activity of

governments and the city fathers should not

multiple venues than just to market

abandon these great and still viable historic

single venues.

theatres to the purely commercial operators

It is a part of the New York experience

industries thrive. Hotels have their own
theatre booking offices.
The equivalent of Half Tix booths in
Times Square and Leicester Square are

A precinct approach also underpins the

surrounded daily by queues of people

while pouring millions of dollars into

preservation and enhancement of our own

wanting tickets. This could and should

maintaining and overstaffing their public

culture while at the same time giving the

happen in Melbourne. 
Winter 2001
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commercial houses in Melbourne there

theatres in the city, much as the Lyric

something like The Southern Hemisphere’s

should be little need for the Victorian Arts

Theatre in Sydney brought about the

Broadway or West End this would

Centre Trust to present major commercial

piggyback off the already established notion

musicals unless they are assisting producers

of visiting the theatre district of a great city

in the creation of new product. The VACT

equal playing field to attract product and

to see a show.

should find ways to program their venues

generate sufficient revenues to maintain an

If the theatre district is marketed as

demise of Her Majesty’s.
And the greater irony is that given an

gamble. I see no reason why I as a taxpayer

at the Malthouse and the Fairfax at the

leading to diminished opportunities for both

should be asked to feed the commercial

Victorian Arts Centre. The least intimate is

playwrights and actors, which out to be

entrepreneurs’ gambling habits. If they

the State Theatre, which is too large and

occupying the minds of bureaucrats, theatre

make money, that is their good fortune. But

remote for the real and empathic contact

companies, critics and commentators.

if they take a risk and lose, the public

needed for musicals. And it poses the

Yes, we could do with more theatre, or

should not be asked to help pick up the tab.

greatest competition to our traditional

Instead, let them explore ways in which

Is is this erosion of the middle ground,

The proposition becomes even more

with productions more appropriate to their

adequate standard of amenity, I’m sure

at least more playing spaces. But they must

attractive in comparative terms; the tourists

design, assist new companies to flourish and

most theatre patrons of an independent

be theatres which come naturally (and not

their theatre buildings might be better used

vast size but because the Arts Centre can

will be seeing a show that is of a Broadway

entrepreneur top attractions from around

mind would still prefer to see a show in one

by governmental fiat), and which meet the

in daytime hours—for conferences, meetings

provide financial inducements which can

standard but not having to pay a

Australia and the world, both within and

of the city’s historic theatres. The major

current needs of audiences.

or presentations, for example.

attract and benefit producers.

Broadway price.

outside the festival circuit.

challenge we face is to gain an equitable

As the reputation of the district grows,
especially with international travel agents,

Jason Marriner

then tourists will be more likely to stay an

General Manager, Marriner
Theatres

extra night or two when they visit
Melbourne. This will result in millions of
dollars in extra revenue for the city and the
state and show the tourists that waddling
penguins on a Phillip Island beach are not
the only things to see on a night in Melbourne.
London’s landmark theatres are
theatres have a small heritage levy imposed
on the ticket price, as do some New
the ways other cities address the
problem and Victoria needs to find
its own method. The present
dilemma concerning Crown’s lyric
theatre is one such opportunity. Why

which it was intended? Endeavours like:
maintaining and preserving our         
heritage theatres, and the historic theatre
district;

•
• creating a new state opera company;
• funding a fine performing arts
contributing to a new recital hall;

museum in the historic theatre
district; and

conversion of an historic theatre for            
the Melbourne Theatre Company etc., etc.
How can theatres be better used?
By putting appropriate product into them.
Not building a new home for the MTC

is a start. Some dynamic thinking, vision
and enterprise needs to be applied to the
MTC’s needs. Let’s face it—the money
they’re proposing to pour into a new theatre
would be better spent on a long-term lease
of say the Comedy or the Athenaeum. Or
why not go all the way, and buy and
convert one of them?
Given the supply of excellent
Page 6
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postcards and recordings, at the bookstore

so that our theatres are given a good chance

most original theatre in Melbourne in

attached to the Vienna State Opera. The

of being around for another century.

recent years has been of the rough, poor

brand of tea was ‘Götterdämmerung’, and it

variety. I am thinking of Jean Pierre

was the best tea I had ever tasted. Friends

Mignon’s productions at Anthill, Barry

to whom I gave some agreed. It is this kind

Kosky’s short-lived Gilgul Theatre

of initiative and marketing expertise which

Company which began excitingly with a

our commercial managements (including

production of The Dybbuk in an automobile

the Victorian Arts Centre) lack. While that

workshop, Chamber Made Opera

is so, they don’t get my sympathy.

Leonard Radic

End and New York’s Broadway than we

Theatres come and go.

have in Melbourne, in terms of the diverse
array of architecturally unique theatres,
concentration of theatres in a central city
area.

Does Melbourne need more theatres?
The question is rhetorical. Of course it
does, Logically, a city the size of
Melbourne—a city which likes to think of
itself as the cultural capital of the
Commonwealth—should be able to

The major challenge we face is to gain an
equitable base level from which all venues
compete so that our theatres are given a
good chance of being around for
another century.

spread equitably over the industry for

•

and air-conditioned. Some of the best and

Journalist and theatre writer

support more than a dozen theatres
(the majority of which are located
centrally in the central business
district or across the river).
This is not to say the city or the
state government should embark on

can’t part or all of the fine money be

•

base level from which all venues compete

theatre district outside of London’s West

historical significance and the relative

supported by UK lotteries. The Broadway

Zealand theatres. These are some of

I am a firm believer that there is no better

The theatres that make up this district,
specifically the Princess, Comedy, Her
Majesty’s, Regent, Forum, Athenaeum and
Capitol, are undeniably a unique and
wonderful feature of the City of Melbourne.
The irony, however, is that the

an expensive building spree, or that the
problems currently afflicting the theatre in
Melbourne can be solved by a wave of the
financial wand.
The fact is, theatres come and go; they
always have. There are exceptions—most
notably, the MTC which dates from 1953,

significance of our city theatre infrastructure

La Mama which dates from 1967, and the

has largely gone unrecognised by all levels

Playbox which started up in 1976. But

of government, with current and previous

equally, there have been a host of small and

policy working against attempts to create a

not-so-small companies which have come

viable future for the city’s historical

and gone in the interim.

theatres. Instead government focus is

The reasons for this are complex, and

directed on the subsidised venues on the

have much to do with the changing taste of

city’s fringe namely Crown Casino and the

audiences and with the failure of companies

VACT—the height of the farce being the

and their directors to register those changes.

government’s current requirement for

Even the best of companies can lose impetus

Crown Casino to build a lyric theatre when

or direction, or take the wrong turning.

Melbourne clearly has an abundance of very
adequate, yet poorly utilised, theatre space.
The building of a new lyric theatre with

I once bought some tea, as well as

They don’t need to be plush, carpeted

The net result is that there has been a
serious erosion of the middle ground.

mainstream city theatres, not because of its

Melbourne has always been hub of the
nation’s entertainment as well as the
training ground for its talent, be it
producers, directors, designers and
performers. Until the advent of the cinema
our city centre was the theatrical centre of
Australia. It was the home of the vast,
venerated J.C. Williamson organisation, of
Garnet H. Carroll, the National Theatre,
the Tivoli Circuit, Kenn Brodziak’s Aztec

productions in off-beat venues, and the
Keene-Taylor ‘poverty plays’, initially
staged in a Brotherhood of St Lawrence
furniture storeroom.
This is not an argument for
condemning actors and audiences to

Services, and many more. Cinema

Yes, we could do with more theatre, or at
least more playing spaces. But they must be
theatres which come naturally… and which
meet the current needs of audiences.

working in scruffy buildings with
concrete floors and no heating. As a
theatre critic for more than 20 years, I have
endured more than my share of hardship
theatre. A little comfort is not to be
discouraged.
But it is an argument for being careful
about the theatres we do build. It was
obvious from the start, for example, that the
Playhouse at the Arts Centre was far too
big, and that audiences were being short-

Evan Hercules
Educator

Notes and observations from one
knackered expat…
Here in Melbourne is a unique
resource. It could be called Theatreland.
It is an asset unique in this country. It is
a collection of handsome, historic, expertly
designed and workable theatres. They rub
shoulders with restaurants, bars, hotels.

from the action in the upstairs circle.

They are well served by public transport

Malthouse in South Melbourne is; so, in
Sydney, is the Wharf. Both are places where

Our population base spread into
far-flung outer suburbia and transport
became a prohibiting factor in
attracting audiences.
The introduction of subsidised

changed, particularly those sitting miles
Theatres need to be welcoming. The

started the change.

and are in streets bustling with pedestrian
life. They can and do attract tourists.
Our older traditional theatres—the

theatre further eroded commercial
theatre. The battle between the subsidised
theatre—the ‘Southbank Push’—and
commercial theatre in traditional, historic
Theatreland has been steadily developing
over the last few years.
Subsidy is indeed the crucial factor. In
the days before the Victorian Arts Centre
existed, commercial theatre had to make a
profit in order to survive and proceed to
the next production. Talent nationwide was
attracted to Melbourne, which was a
stimulating, creative and highly productive
environment. It had a buzz. Now the
talent—our own included—has migrated to

theatre is created; both have bars and a

Princess, Her Majesty’s, the Comedy, the

restaurant. Both are places where the public

Athenaeum—all have an intimacy and a

is free to drop in and enjoy the ambience,

close contact between audience and

all other cities in Australia. Sydney has

and where members of the theatrical

performer. This is missing in our new

lamented this fact since it demolished all its

profession can meet and congregate.

venues, particularly the Victorian Arts

of mainstream theatres. No cinema

Centre’s State Theatre. (Our older theatres

conversions or newly designed

not the commercial theatres which come

have all the ingredients for real theatre

replacements there have caught magic of

alive only in the evening, and for the rest of

contact.) This functionality in theatre design

the old theatres. Now Sydneysiders come to

the day (matinées excluded) are empty.

was once common to all theatres in

Melbourne to see performances in our

Australia. They are now mostly demolished,

traditional theatres.

Few of our theatres do that. Certainly

Except for a handful of ‘name’ playwrights,

I have no sympathy for the suggestion

the ability to cross-subsidise programming

there is almost nowhere now for the writer,

that commercial theatre should be funded,

by way of gaming revenues will ultimately

both experienced and up-and-coming,

even particularly from the public purse.

sound the death knell for a number of the

to go.

Commercial theatre is by definition a

except for Melbourne.
The older theatres are more intimate
than those in Southbank, except the Beckett

Sydney.
Yet our Theatreland is still the envy of

The huge State Theatre was designed to
house the spectacle theatre of opera and
ballet. It was built because no existing
Winter 2001 ON STA
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venue (except perhaps the Palais at St Kilda

His complex incurs only running costs

Australia’s darling of the stage

Here are some suggestions:

• We need to attract producers to set

and the then derelict Regent) was large

(as it has been paid for and it rents out

enough. Melbourne also had to match the

everything else including the MTC

up base in Melbourne. Why have almost all

example set by the Sydney Opera House

Playhouse). This is not so with our city

gone to Sydney, although there is less

and the Adelaide Festival Centre. Then

theatres. They incur greater outgoings,
including rates, and mortgage bank loans;

theatre activity there, and fewer theatres?

other venues were added—a 2600-seat
Concert Hall, the Playhouse and the

some are considerable.

hopefully experimental, fashionably stark

Now the prospect of a large lyric theatre

Studio, now renamed the Fairfax. The

at Crown Casino has been raised again. It

Playhouse was designed specifically to meet

would be a deathblow to our mainstream

the needs of the Melbourne Theatre

city theatres. It would render them

Company (which migrated there
from the Athenaeum). Then the CUB
Malthouse opened nearby, with its
two performance spaces, the Merlyn

Melbourne simply cannot afford two
Theatrelands. Indeed, it is a miracle
that we still have one.

and the Beckett.
Lo and behold, we found ourselves with

redundant and kill a vibrant part of town.

a second theatre district! Not a substitute for

The desirable real estate on which they

the commercial theatreland at the top end

stand would ensure their transformation

of the city, but a series of subsidised

into yet more office towers and five-star

theatres for quality, creative, innovative art

hotels. This has already happened in

theatre of all kinds—something commercial

Sydney. The Lyric Theatre and the

theatre cannot often afford to produce.
Regrettably the Studio never fulfiled its
purpose. It has since been reworked with

inducements, to operate from Melbourne?

• Why can’t the city council or the

performer, her fame extended beyond the

the subsidies granted to the Arts

stage. She set trends in fashion, inspired

Centre and the CUB Malthouse?

merchandise and was admired

•

Why can’t the Arts Centre and

the MTC see sense and section off
capacity? If they want a ‘found’

sing at the opening of the first

• And as far as an amphitheatre is

Showroom at Star City have killed Her

Theatrelands. Indeed, it is a miracle that we

Arts Museum is presenting the

Majesty’s, put the Royal in danger, and left

still have one.
When we have the best theatres in the

could be part of a political game to

next door.

discredit the previous government.
If so it will backfire and spell financial

is wrong when he claims that the various

catastrophe for already struggling

venues provide a level playing field.

commercial theatres.

Upgrade for the Ath

The Athenaeum’s 1930 lift was one of
very few left in Melbourne operating on
DC power. Following recent problems
arising from a fire and explosion in Collins
Street it has been converted to AC, ready
to carry patrons for another 70 years.
n

Wisdom, Patroness of Arts and Crafts.
She was presented to the Melbourne
Athenaeum by Alderman Thomas
Moubray, who was Lord Mayor of
Melbourne 1868–69. Moubray found the
£100 to fund the installation of the
sculpture when the present façade was
added to the building in 1885–86.
Once, she was lit at night and so was the

To celebrate the Centenary

Melbourne simply cannot afford two

develop yet another new, smaller, venue

her honour. She is Athena, Goddess of

on 9 May 1901.

reliable weather nor the genuine need.

tourist potentials.

protecting the building that was named in

Melbourne Exhibition Buildings

concerned, Melbourne has neither the

proposal. Some have even suggested that it

More changes for
Auditorium/Metro
The Department of Infrastructure has

It may be left to the fairy penguins to
pull in the tourist punters!

Melbourne’s Theatre Royal on

photographs, postcards and

27 December 1880. The show ran

programs relating to Nellie

for 14 weeks and in the role of

Stewart’s career, many of which

Principal Boy Nellie became a star.
She was noticed by the
George Musgrove, who offered
her the role of Griolet for the

more recent years the interior was gutted

other public and private

Adelaide and Sydney seasons of

and unsuccessfully redeveloped as Figgins’

collections is also on display.

the operetta La Fille du Tambour-

Diorama and the Shop of Shops.

Fated to the theatre

n

STC links offshore
Sydney Theatre Company has announced
links with two innovative London theatre
companies Cheek By Jowl and the Almeida
(see On Stage, Spring 2000).
Cheek By Jowl’s Declan Donnellan and
last January, supported by the British

in Collins Street.

Council, assessing the company. The result
is a new work to be premièred during the
January 2003 Sydney Festival.

street. The proposed new rear tower has

the Almeida, are interested in a production

supported by the Melbourne Heritage

been reduced in height from 75m to 60m.

in London and Sydney.

five-year low-interest loan so the front

in 1913, the Auditorium was converted into

an 800-seat venue, to be located in

veranda and wall returns can be painted.

the Metro Collins Street cinema in 1934. In

Sydney’s Rocks area.

and Musgrove’s Royal Comic
Opera Company, performing in

Woolloomooloo, Sydney, on

Australia and New Zealand.

20 November 1858.
Her mother, Theodosia

Nellie Stewart received a star status in Australia rarely given to any

many leading roles in productions
such as Patience, La Mascotte,

Olivette, HMS Pinafore, Iolanthe,
role, Sweet Nell of Old Drury —which she was to reprise for the next 29 years. Dorothy and Princess Ida. She

Drury Lane actors Richard and

gained particular praise as Australia’s

Mary Ann Yates. Theodosia arrived in

Sydney, legally changing his name

Hobart as a member of Anne Clarke’s opera

to Stewart.
Nellie Stewart grew up in Melbourne
and made her stage début at the age of five
in the melodrama The Stranger with visiting
star Charles Kean at the Haymarket
Theatre. During her school years she
occasionally appeared in productions with
her sisters, Maggie and Docie, and by the

Nellie Stewart’s father was Richard
Towzey, an Englishman who came to
goldfields.

n

Throughout the 1880s she appeared in

Yates, was an Irish-born singer performer. Having severely strained her voice as Marguerite in Faust and
and actress who was the great subsequent singing roles, in 1902 she undertook her first non-musical

Australia in 1853 to try his luck on the

STC also has plans for a third theatre,

the star of Williamson, Garner

Eleanor Stewart Towzey in

company in 1842.

Jonathan Kent and Ian McDiarmid of

major. Nellie Stewart then became

Nellie Stewart was born

granddaughter of the famous

Both are to be restored as part of a program

ON STAGE Winter 2001
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Sinbad the Sailor opened at

her grandson, Michael Lynton.

of Australia’.

develop the heritage Auditorium Building

Built as a concert hall by J. and N.Tait

The exhibition features

26-year-old theatrical entrepreneur

heritage leadlight sign above the entrance.

Restoration Fund which is also providing a

Australia’s Darling of the Stage’.

Principal Boy to
Leading Lady

exhibition ‘Nellie Stewart—

Performing Arts Museum by

Nick Omerod spent two weeks in Sydney

remain intact, three extra floors will be

age of 16 was achieving favourable reviews.
The talents of the family were noticed
by dramatist Garnet Walch and he devised
two productions for them.
They toured the first, Rainbow Revels,
throughout Australia and New Zealand. The
Stewarts opened the second production, If,
in Melbourne in 1879, followed by
long seasons in Calcutta and
Bombay, before performing at the
Crystal Palace in London.
During the tour, Nellie Stewart
increasingly won the critics’
praise. The family’s tour of the
United States was cut short when
George Coppin requested they
return home to appear in Walch’s
pantomime Sinbad the Sailor.

have been donated to the

So much for the ‘Theatre Capital

granted approval for modified plans to

The familiar Edwardian façade will

Admission is free.

Federal Parliament at the

space why don’t they go off and find one?

intends to abandon the Playhouse and

is at The George Adams Gallery,
Victorian Arts Centre, until 15 July 2001.

At the height of her career
Nellie Stewart was chosen to

of Federation, the Performing

the Capitol and the State empty.

‘Nellie Stewart—Australia’s Darling of the
Stage’, a Performing Arts Museum exhibition,

for her charity work.

the Playhouse balcony to reduce its

the year, we are killing one of our best

her alcove above Collins Street, proudly

won the hearts of the Australian public. An

commercial theatre owners to help balance

Melbourne has dismissed the Casino Lyric

spear at the ready, she has gazed out from

drama, whose beauty and talent

extremely successful and well-loved

Theatre Company. And the MTC now

Standing proudly for over a century, with

pantomime, light opera and

government extend rate concessions to

country dark for a large proportion of

The Victorian Arts Centre’s Tim Jacobs

N

ellie Stewart was a star of

Why are they not encouraged, or given

Every existing theatre practitioner in

permanent plush seating for the Melbourne

Nellie Stewart always knew she was meant for the stage. Despite the presence of the other Nellie,
she became a darling of the public, reports Margaret Marshall.

He soon became an actor and stagemanager in George Coppin’s company in

first Yum-Yum in G&S’s The Mikado.
During this period, Nellie and George
Musgrove formed a personal and
professional relationship which lasted until
George’s death in 1916. He had been
married at 20 and was also a father, but was
unhappy in his marriage. He left his wife,
but she never granted him a divorce. In
1884, Nellie Stewart married Richard
Winter 2001
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Goldsborough Row, a decision she later

Nellie achieved great success at Drury

To enable the company to return to

What Every Woman Knows, When Knighthood

described as ‘just a girl’s mad act to repent

Lane as Principal Boy in the pantomime

the Princess Theatre with Nellie starring as

Australia, they sold their home in England

Was in Flower and Trilby. From 1909 to 1911

of at leisure afterwards’.

The Forty Thieves in 1898. She and George

Nell Gwynne, the actress who was a

and Nellie sold all her jewellery.

she undertook extensive tours of Australia

After less than a fortnight, Nellie sailed

This premièred on 15 February 1902 at

returned to Australia in 1900 to present the

favourite of King Charles II. The role soon

to New Zealand on tour and never returned

spectacular pantomime Cinderella for the

stage in 1909 with Sweet Kitty Bellairs was

to her husband. Few people knew of her

became synonymous with Nellie Stewart’s

Christmas and Federation season. Nellie

greeted with much enthusiasm. She added

marriage at the time, and the couple were

name and she continued to play it

featured as the Principal Boy in the role of

throughout the rest of her life.

other new plays to her repertoire, including

divorced in 1901.
In 1890, George Musgrove presented
the operetta Paul Jones, starring Nellie
Stewart as Yvonne, followed by productions
of Boccaccio and Chilpéric. While in London

Prince Charming.
This was followed by her performance
at the opening of Federal Parliament,
singing an ode entitled Australia.

Next she achieved acclaim in Pretty
Peggy, Camille, Mice and Men, Zaza and A
Country Mouse, before sailing with George to
San Francisco to begin an American tour of

in 1892, Nellie performed the title role in

Sweet Nell of Old Drury

Sweet Nell. They arrived early in 1906 with

Blue-Eyed Susan at the Prince of Wales

Nellie Stewart had severely strained her

a full dramatic company, stagehands,

Theatre and then briefly took over the lead

singing voice in 1888 when she unwisely

in Incognita at the Lyric.

sang the role of Marguerite in Gounod’s

The following year the couple’s

Faust for over 20 consecutive performances

scenery, costumes and props.
The production and its star were an
immediate success, but the tour had to be

Nellie Stewart’s return to the Melbourne

A medal for Malcolm
For his significant contribution,
commitment, generosity and dedication to

and New Zealand performing these plays

the arts, VTT member Malcolm Robertson

and, of course, Sweet Nell.

has been awarded the Kenneth Myer

In 1911 she starred in a screen version

Medallion for the Performing Arts,

of Sweet Nell of Old Drury, directed by

presented by the Victorian Arts Centre.

Raymond Longford.

He gained

Unfortunately this film no

the award after

longer exists. Nellie later

50 years in the

appeared in Du Barry and

industry, as

Romance, but Sweet Nell

actor, director,

continued to be favoured by

writer and

her audiences. Her last

producer with

performance as Nell Gwynne

every major

was for charity, just weeks

theatre

before her death at 72 from

company in

pleurisy on 20 June 1931. She is

Victoria

at Melbourne’s Princess Theatre. The

abandoned when the city was devastated

Nellie then embarked on two years of

damage was compounded over the years

by the big earthquake and ensuing fire. It

buried in the Boroondara

and, at the age of 43, she tackled her first

was a financial loss from which George

including Hoopla!, La Mama, Union

touring in Australia and New Zealand,

Cemetery, Kew, Melbourne.

Theatre Repertory Company, Playbox

adding Ma Mie Rosette and Mam’zelle Nitouche

non-musical role in the play Sweet Nell of

Musgrove and Nellie Stewart never

to her repertoire.

Old Drury.

fully recovered.

daughter, Nancye Stewart, was born.

The Nellie Stewart photo album: below, as Prince Charming in Cinderella,
1901 and right, in the title role of Zaza, 1905.

Such was her popularity

(pictured in the Playbox Upstairs’

that, as the result of a public

production of Innocent Bystanders),

subscription, enough funds

Elizabethan Theatre Trust and

were raised from her admirers

J.C.Williamson’s. He has appeared in

in Sydney to establish a

television and radio productions and his

memorial rose garden and

film appearances include Flirting and The

bronze portrait plaque in the

Year My Voice Broke.

Sydney Botanical Gardens. It

Between 1963-69 Malcolm was literary

is still there, but the roses have

editor for the MTC, theatre consultant for

been replaced with herbs.

the Australia Council in 1970-71, associate

n

director of the MTC from 1972-75 and
Right: Nellie Stewart in the

co-ordinator of the Alternative Theatre

title role of Camille,

Project at La Mama in 1975. He is

c.1905 and below, as Mam’zelle

currently a La Mama committee member.

Nitouche, 1895.

In 2000 Playbox created the Malcolm

All pictures courtesy

Robertson Prize for promising new

Performing Arts Museum

playwrights to mark the work he had done

Collection, Melbourne.

to encourage new talent, and in 2001 La
Mama awarded him their Apricot Tree
Award to mark his 50 plus years
contributing to Australian theatre.
‘Besides being there when support is
needed, besides being a great actor and
talented director, besides his enormous
support for emerging creators, is
Malcolm’s invaluable honesty,’ Liz Jones,
artistic director of La Mama, said.
‘Ultimately, it is his unwavering
passion for and belief in theatre for over
50 years that makes him such an extraspecial and much loved member of our
community.’
The Kenneth Myer Medallion for the
Performing Arts commemorates the late
benefactor’s contribution to the performing
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The full bottle

THE JOHN TRUSCOTT DESIGN FOUNDATION INC.

The Green Room Awards’ Inaugural John Truscott Award for
Excellence in Design for the Year 2000 was awarded to lighting
designers Andrew Livingston and Ben Cobham of
Bluebottle Pty Ltd. In this Design Dialogue they talk to
Margaret Manion and Martin Carlson of the
John Truscott Design Foundation Inc.
Ten years is a long time to have worked
together. Quite a lot must have changed
for you over that time.

you share the work?
AL: It is pretty arbitrary. Ben and I

that we could work on. Making one
or some of those ideas produce an

have been working together for ten

actual outcome involves a whole lot

years so we know who is good at

of people who are good at a whole

together was Jack and the Beanstalk at

what, and we’re familiar with our

lot of different things.

St Martin’s.

own particular weaknesses

BC: The first show Andy and I did

Interestingly it was at St Martin’s that John

and strengths.

It doesn’t really matter who has
the original idea: design is more

Truscott got his start, in the days when it

What are some of Ben’s special strengths?

than the idea. It is actually all the

housed a professional commercial

AL: That is trade secret stuff! We try

nuts and bolts, from the moment a

theatre. It was the people at St Martin’s

not to analyse it; it’s a bit like a

guy in the workshop says, ‘When I

who arranged for him to go to London.

relationship with a dog. The dog

woke up this morning I had the idea

Truscott himself was always very

knows you like him, and he likes

that you could make that door

interested in trying to identify emerging

you, but never says it. You take the

swivel like this,’ and we say, ‘Beauty!

talent and encouraging it. The Truscott

dog for a walk, you know the park

Let’s do that, it’s a good idea,’ until

Foundation, too, is trying to use

it likes and the one it doesn’t.

the thing is finished.

whatever resources we can to provide

So you don’t really have to explain things

I think as we started to think

encouragement for emerging talent, and

to each other; if it works you do it. I

more about what we were doing—

St Martin’s is still a rallying place for

suppose that because you’ve been

because you don’t always think

that. What areas of design does your

collaborating for a long time you know

about a lot of it—we realised that we

company cover?

each other’s strengths so well.

wanted to make our name,

AL: Primarily we are a lighting design

AL: Yes, I think so. When we started

company, but more and more we’ve

we were two individuals, but now

people had done good work to bring

been doing a combination of stage

the company comes across as bigger

about a successful outcome. We just

and lighting design—integrated

than the sum of its parts. There are

happen to be the ones that own the

packages, I guess you’d call them.

other people around, so it’s not just

company.

You started with lighting?
AL: Yes, and then we moved on to
other things that included lighting.
Do you work as individual designers, or as
a team?

the two of us.
Do you take on different people for
different projects?
AL/BC: Yes, we are pretty particular

Bluebottle, mean that a whole lot of

How does the commission influence you,
especially when it is in the performing
arts? How do you work with the director
or other designers? Are you given a

about whom we choose. We

brief that you have to follow closely, or

understand that to get a long way in

do you have a considerable amount of

that you come to realise that it’s nice

the process of production requires

freedom in what you are doing?

to have support mechanisms. The

support from a lot of people. We try

more we go on, the less we are

to choose a project that is going to

really depends on the initiators of

likely to do things on our own. We

be open to that, and then bring in

the project, or how much they have

tend to take on projects as a team

people who know us, or have

developed it in their minds before

now, and that has become more

worked with us, or whom we’ve met.

we come along. We tend to gravitate

BC: Both, and I think that having done

accepted by others. Having been

Could you comment on some of the ways

AL: It varies from project to project. It

towards projects that have a freer

exposed to this idea, people now see

you need assistance to supplement your

brief—a concept or a plan for an

that it works, and understand why.

own contribution to a particular project.

overall outcome—rather than a

We have different skills, and each of

BC: I think that we admitted to each

detailed brief with a list of particular

us works in different capacities in

other early on is that ideas are 10

physical objectives to be achieved

the production week, and I believe

per cent of the outcome; but while

within a production. For example, if

we get further in the process.

ideas are important, we have a

we’re told ‘the set is to have three

hundred of them at any one time

doors, and the lighting has to show

Can you give some examples of the way
Page 12
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that the sun comes up over here’,
then this is not something that gets

technology where I can see it

that runs down the side of the main

working for me.

story that is the dance or the play,

us too excited; but if we are given a

Can you give us an example?

and somehow they both kind of

brief about a concept to be realised

BC: Well, you could light a show by

clasp together. As an audience you

along certain lines, that’s when we

putting up a whole lot of ‘intelligent’

can watch this thing, but don’t get

get interested.

remote controlled moving lights, and

that; but now look over there.

It sounds as if you really participate at a

you would know that this could get

The ability to broaden what the

creative level in the whole undertaking,

you out of trouble because, as you

audience sees is what we are

contributing to the actual concept on

know, those lights will do any colour,

interested in. That’s why some

which the production is based.

any position, any colour. On the

people, too, are dubious about the

BC/AL: We tread a fine line there!

other hand, we’d prefer to use only

way we work.

Sometimes people feel we over

one light—for example, we’d prefer

contribute, or sometimes they feel

to have a real person on a follow

think some people feel that we

that when they commissioned us to

spot. It’s only when we can’t do that,

broaden the focus rather than

work on the project, they didn’t

say because there’s no way of getting

narrow it.

know what they were in for! But if

the spot in the position we want it,

Is this something you have to watch?

they’ve worked with us before and

that we go about realising the idea

AL: Yes, obviously we are there to

are willing to come back again, then

in another way. For example, if we

make a cohesive work and that is all

we can collaborate in the overall

wanted a light in the roof but

about collaboration. Our favourite

experience, and that is fine. Our

couldn’t get person with a follow

and best works have always involved

work develops from shared ideas

spot up there, we’d put in a moving

close collaboration. That is

and concepts. The technical aspects

light instead.

develop out of what we all want
to achieve.
It’s very interesting that lighting can be so

We are quite oriented to the
human aspect of things.
AL: The other thing is that we are

AL: A divergence or a distraction? I

undoubtedly the best part.
You’ve been working on a new
Chunky     Move show.
AL/BC: It’s Chunky Move’s new work,

creative in the context of the performing

happy to subvert technology—to take

a collection of five different small

arts. Today you have a lot of resources

something that is high-tech and make

pieces. We’ve been working with

that your predecessors didn’t. Do you

it do a low-tech thing. We’re not

them about six weeks. It’s been a

have much technology at your disposal,

afraid to attack technology.

pretty speedy operation and a lot of

and what use do you make of it?
BC: To be quite honest, we’re not

BC: It’s weird sometimes when we have
people who are moving light

very    interested in it. It’s not that

operators come to help us. They

we

come from a rock ’n’ roll

   don’t like technology.

work. An analogy we’ve been using
is that it’s like doing seven little La
Mama shows at once!
Do you use historical sources in your work?

It’s    fantastic, and we know

background, and they think that

Do you know much about earlier types

enough

what we are asking them to do is

of lighting? Does history matter to you?

   about it; but I suppose

in our    approach to work, it is not

really easy. But sometimes they come

high    up on the scale.

out and say, ‘This is kind of good—it’s

How do you achieve your goals in relation
to a particular lighting task? What
technology, if any, do you use?
AL: I think we approach it slightly

If there’s something that interests us

different’. They quite like the

we’ll go and hunt out its history. In

restrained use of technology.

this way we use objects and aspects

How do you see your work fitting in the
larger design scene and do you get

after we’ve settled on the desired

anything from the environment in which

we are trying to do and work

nor backward looking in our design.

not what we usually do, but it is

differently. The instruments come
effect. So we really start with what

BC: We are neither explicitly forward

you work?
BC: I think one of things that has

of the city as a palette from which
we build up our picture of things.
How good are the training opportunities for
people with your interests and skills?
AL: This is an interesting one, because

backwards to what technology will

happened to us and that happens to

we have been teaching at the

give us. I think we mainly apply

a lot of theatre technical workers, is

Victorian College of the Arts, Ben

technology where it’s required,

that you tend to spend a lot of time

more than me. Teaching has made

rather than lump a whole lot of

watching other people’s work. In that

me think more about the

technology together and then try to

respect you’re like the audience. So I

institutional nature of training.

make something out of it.

suppose one of the things that has

So your mind and imagination use
technology as a tool?
AL: Personally, I am happy to use

The technical skills are being

been interesting for us is to recognise

taught to a high standard, but 

the entry points that you can make

teaching people to think,

into a work.

encouraging them to forge a form

Sometimes we’ll have a little story

of their own, and not to be afraid *
Winter 2001 ON STA
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to attack things in a way that

D E S I G N

F O U N D A T I O N

Despite the restrictions of the institution, it’s

I N C .

shows free thinking, is sometimes

great to have people like you who are

successful in their creative careers is

sadly lacking.

working in a creative mode, come and

very important for education in the arts.

Why is it lacking?

show students the way it can be done.

BC: I believe the traditional boundaries

The fact that they have periods of work

different people from the industry to

experience is also a plus.

teach. Recently, for example, we left

are still there. It’s as though people
say, ‘these things are set up this way,

AL: I also understand how for us it is

a production session and went

quite easy. We can breeze into an

straight to class, and then straight

In the real world this is not

institution and not take on any of its

back to work.

necessarily the case. So you have

baggage—the political bit that

your stage manager, your set

obviously wears people down. There

students hooked into what we were

designer, your lighting designer and

are a lot of people in an educational

doing and others we just lost. I think

your costume designer; but the

institution, and everyone has an

that it’s good for us to teach for a

reality is that any of these people

opinion, an agenda or whatever.

short period, and then to get

these areas.

It is quite easy for us to make
these sweeping statements. Of

It was a funny class: some of the

someone else in.
That way different students will

course, there are people in such

respond, and hopefully, in time,

work experience will come up with

institutions that are genuinely trying

everyone will be provided with the

one of the best ideas in a

to do creative work, but you can

stimulus and the resources to

production. They will just say

only resist the forces for so long.

develop their own style or work. I

We often find that the student on

something and you will recognise it

To keep courses going in an institution you

think the big thing is to teach

as the way to go. For them it means:

have to have give them an ordered

people how to develop their own

‘I suggested that and those guys did

shape and provide systematic and

talents and interests.

it, now I’ll be able to do it myself.’

organised training; but your concerns

AL: It builds confidence in your
own ability.
BC: Rules that lay down boundaries of
where you start and stop make

We’re very grateful to you both for you

with bureaucratic details are

giving us your time and for the very

understandable. However, while

interesting perspectives you open up on

institutions have to systematise material

design as both collaborative and creative.n

to teach it to large numbers, the

people really frightened.

he John Truscott Awards recognise

Green Room Awards 2000

excellence in design across a broad

Lighting Design: Andrew Livingston and Ben

canvass of visual influence and

entertainment for the benefit of
the Community.

A Place in the City
An Award to the City of Melbourne and
Mothers Art for the creative expressions of
Christmas in the City for the benefit of
Melbourne’s residents, commuters, shoppers
and visitors through artistic and lively
execution of the city Christmas Tree in the
City Square.

Melbourne International
Festival of the Arts 2000
Laneway Vignettes enlivened spaces which
we walk past daily, but never see. Aerial
artists told their tales with flair, holding
audiences entranced. Melbourne’s laneways
have always been part of the business of our
city. The Festival has also made them a stage.
Page 14
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In her on-going series Elisabeth Kumm takes the first of a two-part look at the life of Julius Knight
whose popularity reached heights where he achieved the status of royalty.

ulius Knight (né Kirkpatrick) was

10 August 1891, was dissatisfied: ‘Those

Villiers’ Benefit, on 15 September, when

born at Dumfries, Scotland in 1863.

who sincerely hoped that the second

the drama Fedora was produced, they

During the late 19th and early 20th

production of the Theatre Royal might

couldn’t have chosen a more unfortunate

centuries         he was one of the most

show the new company to better advantage

play in which to show off Villiers’ ‘talents’

popular actors on the Australian stage,

were destined to disappointment on

as an actress. Clearly she had no idea that

praised for his handsome appearance,

Saturday evening’.

Melbourne had only recently experienced

melodious voice and idolised by playgoers

stellar performances from Sarah Bernhardt

across the nation.

and Janet Achurch in the role, which

He visited Australia five times between

naturally invited unfavourable comparisons.

1891 and 1916, his popularity growing with

The unhappy company proceeded to

each successive tour until he had achieved

Sydney. Their season opened at Her

a status that put him on a par

Majesty’s Theatre on 19 September 1891

with royalty.

with A Celebrated Case. This was

Julius Knight made his stage

followed two weeks later by

debut at Llandudno, Wales, in

Woodbarrow Farm. Once again the

1884, in the play Called Back. He

critics were largely negative and

subsequently toured the English

audiences stayed away.

provinces, appearing in The

On 17 October 1891 The

Private Secretary, Sister Mary and

Dancing Girl opened to a much

other plays, before joining Laura

better reception than it had in

Villiers’ company, which

Melbourne. The Sydney

brought him to Australia for the

production proved to be the

first time.

highlight of an otherwise

The company had been

The inaugural John Truscott Awards

T

A right royal romantic leading man

BC: It’s good to keep bringing in

so this is how we we’ll teach them’.

can have a good idea about any of

Pets of the Public

contribution made by people who are

Cobham (Bluebottle Design). Andrew and
Ben contribute to Design Dialogue, above.

disastrous tour.

engaged by theatre entrepreneur

On his return to England

George Coppin to reopen the

Julius Knight lost no time in

newly refurbished Theatre Royal,

developing his reputation as a

Melbourne, under the new

romantic leading man.

Australian Theatrical Management, of

He made his first London

which he was the managing director.

appearance at the New Olympic in

On 25 July 1891, Laura Villiers’

April 1892, playing Andreas in Theodora.

company made their Australian début at

His next appearance was at Drury Lane, in

the Royal, opening with H.A.Jones’ play

September 1892, when he appeared in the

The Dancing Girl. In a review of the opening

first production of the spectacular The

night The Argus, 27 July 1891, declared: ‘It
is a subject for regret that the first

Prodigal Daughter by Henry Pettitt and
For a fortnight Woodbarrow Farm

Augustus Harris.

undertaking of the new management of the

played to poor audiences. In an attempt to

Theatre Royal should have proved to be a

rectify the situation another new play was

book Pillars of Drury Lane, the play included

coup manqué ’.

produced on 21 August 1891. It was A

the first horse race ever staged at Drury

Celebrated Case, a drama adapted from the

Lane: ‘Not only a horse race but the Grand

was generally well received, with the same

French by Cazauran. Unfortunately this too

National, jumps and all. And as the winner

reviewer noting, ‘Mr Julius Knight did his

failed. Laura Villiers’ dramatic acting was

of the stage race... the actual winner of the

best with the character of John Christison,

considered particularly weak. Julius Knight

National—Voluptuary’.

which is not one that appeals to the

alone was singled out by The Argus,

sympathies of the spectators’.

24 August 1891, for giving ‘a well

of Julian Belford. Of his performance one

studied performance’.

critic wrote: ‘In a cast in which every name

Julius Knight’s performance, however,

The Dancing Girl was followed two
weeks later by the first Australian

The season limped on for another few

production of Woodbarrow Farm, a comedy

weeks with the company unable to win an

by Jerome K. Jerome. As before, The Argus,

audience. Even on the occasion of Laura

According to W.Macqueen-Pope in his

Julius Knight played the supporting role

is a household word it is left to a stranger,
Mr Julius Knight, to make the hit of the
piece’.i 
Winter 2001 ON STA
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Knight was subsequently engaged to

Cuzco in January 1897, with a couple of

repeat his role in the United States. The

weeks to prepare for the company’s first

the play while on tour in America, in an

first production of The Prodigal Daughter was

season at the Princess’s on 13 February.

attempt to revive an otherwise miserable

at the newly opened American Theatre in

They opened with the Australian

tour. By the time he had returned to

New York in May 1893. It ran for a

première of The Prisoner of Zenda, a

London in 1896, the play was being hailed

phenomenal eight months in New York,

dramatisation of Anthony Hope’s highly

as a masterpiece, with ‘innumerable

followed by a season in Chicago where

successful novel of the same name. Julius

Knight received a telegram from Henry

Knight played the triple role of Prince

clergymen, a famous Dean and at least one
Bishop’ praising it to the skies.ii

Irving, then touring the United States,

Rudolf, King Rudolf V and Rudolf

asking him to return to London to join his

Rassendyll, opposite the Princess Flavia of

overnight success. Reviewing the first

company at the Lyceum Theatre.

Ada Ferrar. The original London

performance, The Sydney Morning Herald,

production had opened 13 months earlier

10 May 1897 wrote: ‘Mr Julius Knight held

considered one of the greatest English

with George Alexander and Evelyn Millard

the audience throughout by his quiet,

actors of his generation and an invitation to

in the principal roles.

unforced power as Marcus Superbus.

Henry Irving, then as now, was

join his company must have been hugely
flattering to the 30-year-old Knight.
On his return to England, Knight
commenced his engagement with Henry
Irving’s company, as Valentine in a revival
of Goethe’s Faust, opening in April 1894.
The play boasted a formidable cast, with
William Terriss in the title role, Henry
Irving as Mephisto and Ellen Terry as
Marguerite. Faust was followed, in July
1894, by a revival of Alfred Tennyson’s
drama Becket, in which Knight portrayed
King Louis of France to Irving’s Becket.
Knight next took Irving’s production of
The Lyons Mail on tour, playing the role of
Didier, the part performed by E.H.Brooke
in Irving’s original London season.
Returning to London in January 1895
Knight rejoined Irving’s company at the
Lyceum, playing the minor role of Sir
Lavaine in the first production of J.Comyns
Carr’s King Arthur. The principal roles were
sustained by Irving as Arthur, Ellen Terry
as Guinevere and Genevieve Ward as
Morgan Le Fay.
Knight was subsequently engaged for a
lengthy tour of the English provinces with
Miss Fortescue, playing Romeo (Romeo and

Under happier auspices
Of Julius Knight’s return, The Argus,
15 February 1897, wrote: ‘Mr Julius
Knight...revisits Australia under happier
auspices. When he first came to us it was
upon the hopeless mission of propping up a
star who had no pretensions for the
position. This time the fate of the piece is
with him, and his bright intelligence, his
fine voice, modulating in close sympathy
with every phrase of the play thronged with
many emotions, and generally artistic
handling of the main part, would have
saved a play much more in need of
salvation than this one.
‘Whether in the breezy buoyancy of
youth, the dignity of royalty, or the
intensity of love, Mr Knight strikes no false
note—not even a weak one...’.
The Prisoner of Zenda was followed, on 13
March 1897. by the melodrama Two Little
Vagabonds which proved even more popular.
At the time of its Australian première it was
still playing in London, with Ernest
Leicester in the lead.
At the conclusion of the Melbourne
season, on 2 April 1897, the Knight-Ferrar
Company relocated to Adelaide for a

Juliet), Orlando (As You Like It), Claude

fortnight, following which they made their

Melnotte (The Lady of Lyons), Pygmalion

Sydney début on 17 April 1897.

(Pygmalion and Galatea) and Sir Horace

On 8 May 1897 the company presented

Welby (Forget Me Not). By November 1896

the first Australian production of The Sign of

he had returned to London where he was

the Cross, a religious melodrama set in

seen as Lord Silcroft in a matinée

ancient Rome. Julius Knight appeared as

performance of The Haven of Content at the

Marcus Superbus, a Roman prefect who

Garrick Theatre.

falls in love with the young Christian

It was at this time that Williamson and
Musgrove contracted him, along with Ada
Ferrar, Nellie Mortyn, Charles Hawtrey and

convert and, rather than lose her, dies with
her in the Colosseum.
The role of Marcus Superbus was made

Miss Elliott Page, for a 12 month tour of

famous by Wilson Barrett, who also wrote

Australia. He arrived in Melbourne aboard

the play.
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Anecdote has it that Barrett had written

Julius Knight and the company were an

phrases while also excelling in coloratura

never learned it in Italian…[wistfully]

(15.8.1933–29.4.2001)

passages…no mean feat for a voice of

no-one’s ever asked me to sing Butterfly’.

The recent
death of Rita
Hunter left
the Australian
music
community
in shock.
Since her first
appearance
in Australia

‘He made a handsome figure in the
golden coat of chain-mail besprinkled with
jewels, a white mantle hanging from the

in 1978, at
the insistence of both Carlo Felice Cillario

Sydney, and a further 71 in Melbourne, at
the Princess’s Theatre.
performance, on 19 August 1897, a
‘handsome 20-page souvenir containing an
interesting history of the play, with
characteristic photographs’iii was presented
to every lady visitor. So successful was the
event that a ‘supplementary souvenir night’
was given on 3 September 1897.
In a short time Julius Knight had
become one of the most popular actors in
Australia. Photographic souvenirs, pictorial
journals and postcards had been gathering
momentum since the mid-1890s, and their

greatly assisted in securing him a
n

(To be concluded in the next issue of
On Stage)

Footnotes
i Quoted in The Sydney Morning Herald,
24 February 1942
ii M.Willson Disher Melodrama: Plots that
Thrilled, 1954, p. 122
iii The Argus, 19 August 1897

References

conducted by Placido Domingo.

the honour of being the only soprano to

Unfortunately neither materialised.

sing all three Brünnhildes and Norma in the
same season (at the San Francisco Opera).
Her repertoire also extended to

Rita Hunter had a truly naughty sense
of humour. She was wicked in her joke
telling and especially loved those that

Rossini’s ‘Una voce poco fa’ at gala

related stories of two dogs. Colleagues who

concerts. This was a piece she liked to sing

had known her since the 1950s called her

in that type of celebratory context. Two

‘Slim’ and she loved that.

recordings of this showpiece tell different

Slim she wasn’t and her lifelong battle

companies in Australia. The trend for looks

stamina, brilliance and power. Rita Hunter

lustre to dance in and around the fioratura

as opposed to voice has stopped a whole

had them all in abundance.

easily. These really are wonderful displays

generation of opera audiences from hearing

of technique and personality.

what was one of the wonder voices of
the world.

enjoyed an enormously successful career

At another level, Rita sang a triumphant

which spanned the great opera houses of

rendering of ‘Ragtime Cowboy Joe’ on UK

the world. Her early triumphs were in the

television. Also on television she appeared

I personally remember, alongside her

Verdi and Wagner repertoire with Sadler’s

with Ernie Wise belting out a fat-lady version

numerous outstanding achievements on the

Wells in London but before that she

of the Miserere from Il trovatore. She trundled

world’s opera stages.

received her grounding in the chorus and

out ‘Life is a cabaret’ on Parkinson!

small roles with Sadler’s Wells and the Carl

In Sydney a concert performance of

Rosa. Early recordings find her as Inez to

Götterdämmerung found Rita alongside an

the Leonora of the Australian soprano

Australian cast which included Jon Weaving

Elizabeth Fretwell in Il trovatore and the

as Siegfried and Bruce Martin as Alberich.

Mother in a delightful set of Hansel and

It was a huge success, totally sold out and

Gretel—which also boasts the Dew Fairy of

garnering critical acclaim.

Soon her vocal potential was entrusted

handsome matinée idol features, which

Madama Butterfly in 1975 as well as an Attila

Brünnhildes! History relates that she has

back her voice without losing any of its

our own Jenifer Eddy!

publishers were quick to capitalise on his

operatic roles, at the same time as her

least her lack of employment with the opera

Before coming to our shores, Rita

On the occasion of the 100th

Radio she told of a proposed production of

with her size brought many problems, not

particularly in roles demanding vocal

The play ran for 42 performances in

During a 1972 interview on Killarney

this arduous and most defeating of all

with different ornamentation. She scales

absolute mainstay of our operatic tradition,

the brows’.

Wagnerian proportions. Rita sang Norma,

tales. Both are delightfully fleet and smiling

and Richard Bonynge, she had become an

shoulders, and a fillet of gold to bind

huge following.

Rita Hunter

The following year brought Tristan und
Isolde, also in concert, with Alberto

to the more suitable roles of Leonora in Il

Remedios. In between these two was a fully

trovatore, Elisabetta in Don Carlo, Amelia in

mounted performance of Norma. As

Un Ballo in Maschera, Donna Anna in Don

expected, she was fabulous—had a great

Giovanni and Senta in The Flying Dutchman.

stage presence and could act.

It was with the roles of Norma,

Her other roles found her surrounded

Brünnhilde, Turandot, Abigaille and Lady

by colleagues of vocal force. Robert Allman

Macbeth that Rita Hunter made her

was cast alongside her in Nabucco. A pirate

worldwide fame.

video exists of this production which is

With the exception of Turandot

truly breathtaking in its vocal splendour.

Australians were lucky enough to

Footage of an extraordinary Cavalleria

experience them all in staged productions.

Rusticana also captures the essence of a

Following her Metropolitan Opera Norma in

great stage presence.

1975 The New York Times wrote ‘Once in a

A fond memory is of a concert she did

Rita’s honesty and humility will be what

Thank you, Rita!
– Brian Castles-Onion, 2001

Myrtle Woods
(13.3.1900–12.5.2001)
It falls to few
to achieve
the fame in
later life that
Myrtle
Woods did.
Even when
she was one
of the best
known faces
in Australia,
it wasn’t under her real name, but that of
her character Granny Davis, that she
became one of the most widely recognised
of Australians.
Myrtle was Australia’s oldest working
actor when she died, aged 101. She arrived
in Melbourne from her home town of

while a soprano has come close—Rosa

in Sydney with mezzo Lauris Elms in which

Albury at the age of 15 and by putting her

W.Macqueen-Pope Pillars of Drury Lane

Ponselle, Maria Callas, Joan Sutherland and

they duetted a fabulous ‘Mira o Norma’.

age up to 17, started out as a leading light in

M.Willson Disher Melodrama: Plots that Thrilled

now Rita Hunter!’. Often we forget that

Rita also sang Butterfly’s ‘Un bel di’, in

the theatre: an usherette at the original

Who Was Who in the Theatre

Rita had—and used—the facility to sing

English, commenting afterwards ‘I’m sorry

Regent Theatre, Collins Street, in the days

The Argus; Adelaide Advertiser; The Sydney

exquisite pianissimi along with true bel canto

I sang that in English, but you know I’ve

of silent pictures.

*

Morning Herald; Punch (Melbourne).
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In her 40s she was a sales clerk at Myer

her five grandchildren.

Emporium and a member of their amateur

For 98 of her 101 years Myrtle Woods

to Australia on contracts, then left to fend

Remembering Beleura

for themselves. This was followed by

The piece about Beleura [On Stage
Autumn 2001] is fascinating. I had two
visits there as part of the negotiations for
the George Tallis collection to come to the
National Library in Canberra, which it
finally did. And I am now processing the
collection and sorting it—as a volunteer and
part of my ‘retirement’!
I actually met John Tallis only a short
time before he died. He was a very frail old
man but even so a little imperious and
daunting, surrounded by his idiosyncratic,
Italianate ceiling decorations.

- Richard Stone

dramatic company. It was in one of their

lived at home. She moved to a hostel in the

Unwanted, another migrant experience story

productions that a member of the Little

Melbourne suburb of Hawthorn where she

of a father who doesn’t want his daughter to

Theatre saw her and asked her to appear

died. At her funeral at the Church of the

marry an immigrant.

with them. Over the decades she acted in

Immaculate Conception, Hawthorn, Bert

many plays, including the professional

Newton delivered the eulogy having

film activities to his photographic studio in

productions of Sailor Beware, The Chalk

especially rearranged his scheduled

Carlton, Melbourne. As a professional still

Garden with the Thorndikes—with which

appearances in Sydney so he could do so.

photographer he made his living, but he

she toured Australia and New Zealand—and
with Frank Thring in The Man Who Came
To Dinner .
As television moved to take a hold on
Australia, Myrtle Woods moved with it. She
had parts in A Country Practice and Home
and Away—and her last public appearance
was on Sale of the Century.
It was Frank Thring she turned to when
offered the chance, in the 1960s, to become
the public face of sliced bread in Australia,
despite the fact she claimed never to have
baked a loaf in her life. No stranger to
product plugging on TV, Thring’s advice
was to take the job that was to make her a
household name, ‘but only if the money
is right’.
Myrtle married in the 1930s but the
marriage failed. She had one daughter,
Beverley, who has lived in the USA for
many years and whom Myrtle visited
frequently to keep in touch with her and

Gus goss
I rarely have
time to watch

continued to make films: The Brothers (1958)

Giorgio Mangiamele
(13.8.26–13.5.01)

and The Spag (1962), between production of
which he was naturalised in 1957.
He filmed Sebastian the Fox,

A pioneer

documentaries on Matcham Skipper and

film maker of
the post-war
immigrant
experience,

Gil Jamieson, and directed Ninety-Nine

Canberra

Percent (1963) and Clay (1964) which won

Long live the Palace

him international recognition by being

After reading the serialised article on the
Bourke Street Palace Theatre in the last
three issues of On Stage, I feel tempted to
add something by way of a postscript. Let
me commence by saying the Palace is the
one last traditional theatre in our theatreland,
the only theatreland in Australia.
Of all the theatre wealth we once had in
Melbourne—the beautifully rich, brilliantly
designed King’s Theatre in Russell Street,
the Bijou, the Theatre Royal, the Prince of
Wales and the Haymarket to name a few—
the four remaining theatres we have left are
state treasures—Her Majesty’s, the Princess,
the Comedy and the under-rated Athenaeum.
Come to think of it, they are more than
state treasures, they are national treasures.
But hang on a minute! There is one
more. We have five fabulous theatres: the
fifth is, of course, the old Palace.
In spite of its current use as a funky
nightclub and the seemingly apparent
internal gutting of the auditorium and stage
house, the destruction is not terminal by
any means. The structure is there, all
balconies intact; the proscenium arch
header with its relief plaster frieze is still
there; as is the original dome. Dressing
rooms and fly tower are all also there,
though in need of repair and refurbishment.
Although the boxes have been removed
they were only made of fibrous plaster
modelled over a wooden frame. They can
be redesigned and rebuilt. How magnificent
they would look if they were. Let there be
no more drastic alteration to the interior!
With modern technology the theatre
can be upgraded without destroying the
interior ambience, an ambience so lacking
in modern theatres. Our Palace is what the
UK Theatres Trust would call a ‘sleeping
beauty’ and if preserved in its present state
it is capable of being reinstated as the

elected for competition at Cannes in 1965.

Giorgio

He was offered jobs in Europe but

Mangiamele

returned to Australia and was unable to

has gone

make another film until Beyond Reason in

all but

1970, his most mainstream work.

unrecognised

Following three years in Papua-New

as a major
contributor to the resurgence of post-war

Guinea making documentaries for the PNG

Australian cinema.

Office of Information, he returned to

Arriving from Italy in 1952, after

Melbourne, and one of the few cinema-

studying fine arts in Catania and film

related jobs he had from then on was as a

technique in Rome, he made his first

stills photographer on Devil in the Flesh (1986).
He died, aged 74, from motor

feature, the silent Il Contratto (The Contract)
in 1953. It concerned five migrants brought

neurone disease.

n

the lead. I especially like the provisional

Memories of the ’57 Club

title. It’s Angelpuss!

Your interesting article on Third Person [On

- Gus, the theatre cat



Letters to
the Editor

television, but I
do like the
insurance
commercial in

At this time, Mangiamele moved his

which a next

A shock for Irene Mitchell?

door neighbour

Pat Norman’s memories of the play Third

Stage, Autumn 2001] ruffled the old
memory webs!
Seeing the glamorous Pat Norman
reminded me of the ’57 Club. If she hasn’t
done so already, Pat could probably tell
you about it because W.P.Carr of the
National Theatre was a great
family friend.

gets drenched

Person [On Stage, Autumn 2001] brought

by a hose. I was intrigued to learn that the

back pleasant memories of both the play

soggy gent is played by Howard Vernon

success of Summer of the Seventeenth Doll, with the

and the original Little Theatre. I do wonder

aim of helping Australian playwrights. It was

Knight, the grandson of the illustrious

if dear Irene Mitchell was really shocked by

quietly and successfully establishing itself

Savoyard Howard Vernon, mentioned in

it! She may have been at the time, as she

when it was suddenly sabotaged.

the G&S article in On Stage for

was well aware of the Little’s conservative

Summer 2001.

audiences. Years later she produced Enemy,

same way as the Victorian Drama League

but no doubt the climate had changed by

of yore.

I believe that a talented team including

Carr formed the ’57 Club following the

It disappeared into the limbo, much the

Incidentally Pat was a very glamorous

author Colleen McCullough and composer

then! Keep up the good work. On Stage is

Max Lambert are busily working on a new

most interesting and a pleasure to reread at

and forbidding marchioness in Tom

Aussie musical. It will be workshopped in

any time.

Robertson’s Caste, which was put on as filler.

Melbourne in August under the Pratt
banner, with the legendary Anne Phelan in
Page 18
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- Charles Mitchell
Tooborac, Victoria



- Douglas Calder



Kew, Victoria

beautiful theatre it once was.
When Melbourne is ready again to
absorb another theatre, here it is and in
the right part of town—in our Theatreland,
with its restaurants, hotels, historic
streetscape and its horse drawn cabs.
Years ago many of Britain’s beautiful
old theatres were used as bingo halls,
remaining intact and ready for reuse as
theatres. Today they have been returned
to that use and are prized civic possessions.
Can we not learn from this example?
What silliness it is to pursue a new
Crown Casino lyric theatre, in another
part of town! What short-sighted thinking
it must be to rake up old political grudges
against all reasoned argument. Better still,
surely, to wait till the time is right and
reopen the old Palace once more, right
where it should be—in our Theatreland.

- Evan Hercules

London, England

Crown could fill the void
The last thing this city needs is another
large theatre. We already have a unique
collection of superb theatres capable of
staging anything and everything
producers can dream up. Further, several
of them are superbly functional classified
historic structures that should be supported
and treasured, not threatened by grandiose
unwanted development schemes.
Instead, could not Crown be
persuaded to fund the development of
the YMCA site in City Road behind the
Victorian Arts Centre? This could
contain much needed extra space for the
Arts Centre, including rehearsal facilities
for the State Orchestra of Victoria and a
permanent purpose-designed display and
storage area for the Performing Arts
Museum. It could also contain a much
needed Recital Hall.
Alternatively, with the Melbourne
Theatre Company intent on abandoning
the Arts Centre’s 880-seat Playhouse in
favour of a new 500-seat venue in
Southbank Boulevard, why not use the
Playhouse as a Recital Hall?
Encouraging commercial theatre to
fill the void would further threaten the
viability of valuable venues such as the
Comedy, Athenaeum and the National,
each of which have similar capacities.

- Frank Van Straten

South Yarra, Victoria

Australia on Stage
inaugurates QPAM
After a long period of research and
preparation, the Queensland Performing
Arts Museum, an initiative of the
Queensland Performing Arts Trust, has
opened its inaugural exhibition in the
refurbished Cremorne Gallery of the
Queensland Performing Arts Complex.
The first exhibition, ‘Defining Acts:
Australia on Stage’, explores the
representation of the Australian character
on stage. Commencing with the celebration
of Federation in 1901, the exhibition traces
the changing face of what it means to be
‘an Australian’ and shows how popular
representation on stage reflected social
attitudes and cultural values of the times.
This theatrically designed exhibition
invites the visitor to share the journey of
the past 100 years and reflect on the images
that have shaped our perceptions of the
Australian character. On display are
artifacts from the Queensland Performing
Arts Museum’s collection along with items
lent by other institutions and private collectors.
‘Defining Acts: Australia on Stage’ has
been mounted with assistance from the
Queensland Government’s Centenary of
Federation Community Assistance
Program. A handsome book has been
produced to complement the exhibition.
The Cremorne Gallery is located under
the Cremorne Theatre, with entry from the
South Bank forecourt. The exhibition is
open Tuesday to Saturday, 10am to 4pm.
On Friday it stays open until 8pm.
Admission is free.
In conjunction with ‘Defining Acts:
Australia on Stage’, the Queensland
Performing Arts Museum is presenting
items from its collection in the foyer of the
Cremorne Gallery. Presided over by a
portrait of Babette Stephens, these include
Will Mahoney’s xylophone, original scripts
and programs, an evening purse
autographed by Peter Dawson, a portrait of
Nancy Weir, and other and portraits of
prominent and memorable performers.
For further information, contact Beryl
Davis, collections manager, on (07) 3840
7362, (beryl@qpac.com.au) or Christopher
Smith, curator, on (07) 3840 7516 (cjs@
qpac.com.au).
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From the bottom of my skip

L

On Stage’s series on the illustrious history of Melbourne’s Palace Theatre has prompted VTT member
Coralie Wood to contribute memories of her mother, child star Leila Dabscheck,
who appeared there often.
Then Mo would splutter

eila was born in 1912 in

infamous Squizzy Taylor.
‘I was very scared,’ recalled Leila. ‘Roy
Rene took me by the hand and led me

fever and had to miss the first

Leila decided to teach drama and classical

I was so frightened I thought maybe he was

performances, although she subsequently

ballet–until such luxuries were hit by the

going to shoot me! Instead he just held out

travelled to Sydney, Adelaide and

Depression. Leila continued teaching some

Newcastle with the show, in the devoted

private students and went into partnership

care of her mother.

with her mother in a sandwich shop around

Christmas stocking!’

very gentle.’

the corner from Her Majesty’s Theatre. It’s

show, became very fond of Leila.

cast in John L. Hobble’s ‘charming romantic

Returning to Melbourne she appeared in

comedy’ Daddies at the King’s Theatre.

many melodramas at the Palace, including

Their marriage lasted 59 years and

East Lynne and Uncle Tom’s Cabin, in which

produced two daughters (Lorice and me!)

she played Little Eva.

and had four grandchildren. A great

at their hotel in La Trobe Street,

Leila’s parents were Jack and

Palace appearances

N.Tait to feature with a largely American

they would take her for ‘sleepovers’

their families.

In July 1919 Fullers ‘loaned’ Leila to J.&

Doris Davis, who was also in the
After the Saturday evening shows

meet and make good homes for

As she was growing out of children’s

was under the stage, hiding from the police.

nothing like the trendy area

Australians, trying to make ends

Unfortunately during the rehearsal

parts, but was too young for adult roles,

‘Look what I got in m

hard working immigrants and

actor Seymour Hicks.

period ‘Lola Darling’ contracted scarlet

Carlton–in those days

Roy Rene and his first wife,

Christmas Carol starring the great British

a genius.’

down to the Gaiety Theatre where Squizzy

his hand and shook mine. Really he was

it is today. It was home to many

Lola Darling, he claims to have unearthed

‘The director, Jerome Patrick, exhausted
everybody’s patience but his own until he

In September 1922, when she was 10,

Rachel (Raie) Dabscheck. Little

and she’d spend Sundays with

had studied hundreds of kiddies,’ the

did they know that their tiny

them, while Raie had time to relax

publicity said, ‘whether they had ever been

Leila was a member of Fullers’ Dramatic

still there!
At the age of 18 she met Barney Cohen.

grandchild, Daisy, arrived before she took
her final curtain in 1997.

daughter would soon be a juvenile

and give some attention to her

on the stage or not. He has been looking

Players in a season at at the Gaiety Theatre

star on stages around Australia!

son, Harold.

for types and qualities of character rather

in Bourke Street. One of her co-stars was

Melbourne starring in the musical version

than precocious child actors. In little Leila

Agnes Dobson.

of Scrooge at the Princess, Leila introduced

After The Bunyip in 1916 Leila’s

It all began when Leila started
to talk. Very petite with black curly

career took off and Raie gave up

Dabscheck, who will enter upon a stage

hair and a beaming smile, Leila

her job as a head seamstress to

career under the more euphonious name of

had already started ballet classes,

look after her. Between 1917 and

but it soon became evident that

1920 Leila appeared in several

she had a lisp. Though some

more pantomimes including

people thought that the lisp

Robinson Crusoe, Sinbad the Sailor,

sounded cute for a petite four year

Babes in the Wood and Cinderella and

old, it was the bane of Raie’s life!
The answer, she thought, was
elocution classes. Not only did
these teach the art of speaking
clearly, they were also supposed to
cure speech defects. Leila was sent
to Miss Iris Shaw who was said to
be especially experienced in curing
lisps. Sure enough Miss Shaw soon
had Leila reciting poetry–and the
lisp disappeared forever.
It was Miss Shaw who
suggested that Raie take Leila to audition
for a pantomime. There were hundreds of
young hopefuls at the Princess Theatre, all
vying for a handful of parts in the show.
Undeterred, little Leila recited the poem
‘Why a Little Boy is Good the Night Before
Christmas’.
She was selected. Her ‘life upon the
wicked stage’ had started–and she was still

the Glass Slipper.

only four years old!
Raie was adamant that Leila would be
proficient in all facets of stagecraft; soon
the youngster’s life revolved around
learning speech, dancing and singing–but
most of all mastering the art of wooing an
audience and holding them in the palm of
her hand.
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Cinderella starred Roy Rene and
Nat Phillips, and Nat wrote and
produced it as well. Leila, as the
Snow Queen, excelled by dancing
a poetic version of ‘The Dying
Swan’. Table Talk said, ‘It is most
artistically and dramatically done
by Leila Dabscheck, a baby toe
dancer who has a real sense of
coquetry in her movements,’ and
How did she have the powers of
concentration to sit for long hours, learning
her lines parrot fashion? Of course there
were none of today’s electronic distractions
and Raie was a perfectionist in teaching
her, ambitious for her to succeed.

The Herald called her ‘a miniature
Pavlova’.
During the presentation Raie was
stationed in the wings with two pieces of
wood that she’d bring together to make the
sound of the swan being shot. Leila would
have her back to the audience and then

Her notorious co-stars

suddenly face them, with blood oozing from

The pantomime turned out to be a very

her heart. It was so heart wrenching there

famous one, The Bunyip. The stars were the

wasn’t a dry eye in the house.

notorious Stiffy and Mo (Nat Phillips and

It was during the run of Cinderella that

Roy Rene) and Leila had a solo part in it.

Leila made friends with a young lady in the

She would come down a large staircase on

chorus, Edna Luscombe. She later became

her toes (small children were encouraged to

Mrs Edna Edgley, mother of entrepreneur

be toe dancers from an early age), with

Michael Edgley.

Stiffy and Mo waiting for her at the foot of
the stairs.

Around this time, Roy Rene told Leila
that he was going to introduce her to the

In 1924 she was chosen to play Tiny
Tim in Scrooge, a stage version of A

In 1993 when Keith Michell was in

herself to him as ‘the original Tiny Tim’.
The press lapped it up and Leila was once
again in the limelight.

n

Affording it: the student theatre dollar

I

The concluding part of Robin Grove’s discussion of funding and encouraging enthusiastic theatre tyros.

n the previous issue of On Stage, I

case is made out, it would normally be no

only after box-office receipts; and third, an

argued that the Australian community

more than $1000, plus a supplement

undertaking that money advanced will be

can’t afford not to support the arts. In

nowadays to cover immediate GST costs.

repaid wherever possible. Suppose one

this second part of the discussion, I want to

Such a sum does not pay for productions, of

adapted this plan for amateur theatre

explain the advantages of one scheme of

course; it simply enables them to get

outside the university.

arts funding. It is a scheme that has

going—and since venue charges at the

gradually evolved in the privileged

university’s performance spaces are not

sponsors and a cluster of theatre groups—

environment of the University of

exacted in advance, a modestly scaled

say, four of each. Instead of every new

Melbourne, but which could well be

theatre-piece can be staged.

production having to do its own fund-

One would need, I imagine, a cluster of

adapted to other amateur theatre situations.

At this point, box-office yields its

About 30 years ago, the University’s

returns. Unhappily, not all shows break

field for the next group that wants the

Theatre Board was established, to nurture

even, and in the case of those that lose

support of a sponsor who’s just been

and financially assist student productions.

money the Theatre Board’s advance of

approached, a twelve-month or two-year

Academics, students, staff from the Student

$1000-plus-supplement will help to meet

plan would ensure that funds could be

Union, and representatives of various

the debts. Companies that do make money,

circulated inside a steady system.

professional theatre organisations make up

however, are required to repay their

the Board, which is granted $20 000

advance, making the money available for

sponsors receive the benefit of publicity,

annually, to support a surprising range of

the next group applying to the Board.

while cast members and producers are

activities: not just dozens of performances a

Almost 70 per cent of shows repay all

raising, thereby temporarily exhausting the

For little financial outlay in real terms,

spared the long hours of arranging one-off

year, but workshops, playwriting,

or most of their subsidy, and whatever

deals. For arty types to be seen to work

professional development of young stage-

funds are not recirculated into new

co-operatively and responsibly would be

directors, designers, publicists, and so on.

productions then help to cover other

good all round.

The very little bit of money is made to go

student theatre activities.

much further than you’d think.
This is made possible by the fact that

The scheme depends on three things,

And for performance-venues to have
regular clients and to make an

essentially: first, a guaranteed sum which

acknowledged contribution to local theatre

the cash advanced to this or that individual

can be used to seed productions; second, an

would further increase the amount of joy

show is strictly limited. Unless a special

agreement whereby venue charges fall due

available in the universe.

n
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All that...and more

Could this be curtains?
altered greatly in 100 years, so there

Newcastle's Victoria
Theatre in danger

he magnificently produced Dames,

haven’t been the usual pressures to either
replace the theatre with a larger one, or

The Victoria Theatre in Perkins Street,

Principal Boys and All That, a mine
of information and theatre history

close it altogether.

From a long life in the theatre comes an invaluable fund of memories

because the town’s population hasn’t

T

‘My wife and I bought it about two

by Viola Tait, was launched in grand style
at a packed function in the upstairs foyer of

years ago. We spent more reworking the

Her Majesty’s Theatre on 18 April.

front of the Royal than we paid for the
whole building. We livened it up a lot, but

The theatre’s new owner, Mike Walsh,

we’re now very tired and want to move on.’

welcomed guests—including many VTT

VTT member Adrian Turley grew up in

members—to a venue which refurbishment
would turn into a building site within a few

Castlemaine. He remembers going to the

days of the launch.

Theatre Royal with his school in 1953 to
see the film of the Queen’s coronation.

John McCallum reminisced about the

‘That was the first time I ever sat

much loved theatre and Dame Margaret

upstairs in the good seats,’ he recalls. ‘They

Scott officially launched the book.

were usually filled by the better off people

Viola added her thanks and thoughts in

in the town.’

her own inimitable style. The Victoria
Theatres Trust congratulates Lady Tait, and
VTT committee members Elisabeth Kumm
and Henry Von Bibra on the publication of
Dames, Principal Boys and All That.
Meticulously researched and copiously
illustrated, mainly from Lady Tait’s own
vast archive, the book warmly and
comprehensively records the history of a

magical form of entertainment that, sadly,
is now almost forgotten, making her book
all the more important.
Published by Macmillan, Dames,
Principal Boys and All That is available at all
good book stores, including the Victorian
Arts Centre shop, where VTT members
receive a 10 per cent discount.
n

Later Adrian worked part time for two

Lady Tait and her collaborator, Elisabeth

years as an usher at the theatre. ‘I’d hate to

Kumm, both VTT members, take time off for
the camera while working on Lady Tait’s new

Mrs Alleyne Hockley, president of the

T

wo of Australia’s oldest theatre
buildings have uncertain futures.
Oldest of the two, the venerable

Theatre Royal, Castlemaine, was passed in
at auction in April for $575 000.

and New Zealand) of high performance

Owner John Walter says that the
complex is worth at least $695 000.

lighting dimmers and associated equipment

‘The building occupies 800m2 of a huge

to theatres, film studios, television studios,

1148m2

entertainment industry, including theatres,

major indoor and outdoor venues and

Street, which is much busier since the

block in a prime spot in Hargraves

film and television studios and major

other entertainment facilities; and the

supermarket has opened right opposite us,’

excited at the move.

indoor and outdoor public venues,

provision of 24 hour/365 day service to the

he says.

Bytecraft’s Systems division specialises

presented their Australian dramas there. It
was taken over by Sir Benjamin and John
Fuller in 1922 and has staged everything
from grand opera to the knockabout antics
of Stiffy and Mo. In more recent years it
served mainly as a cinema.
The original 1876 Victoria Theatre was
a large building but constructed mainly of
wood. It was totally rebuilt in brick in

and a small hotel adjacent.

Director (and VTT member) is justifiably

and Varilite—offered under one roof,’ he

Alfred Dampier and William Anderson

three-level auditorium, a large stage house

quality products and services to the

New Zealand.

the cinematograph.

course it would need to be kept as a going

manufacture (and supply outside Australia

clubs and gaming venues in Australia and

reign in 1897 and the same year introduced

has such heritage and historic value, but of

Bytecraft Automation.

lighting—High End System, Icon, Martin

years. It celebrated Queen Victoria’s record

the Castlemaine Market and Victory Park.

Entertainment, Bytecraft Systems and

will see the four major brands of intelligent

region’s premier cultural venue for 90

‘There’s a strong case for preservation as it

to the entertainment industry, has

including casinos, theme parks, hotels,

purpose-built theatre and the Hunter

Theatre Royal, Castlemaine, from what is now

of quality technology and services

‘For the first time ever in the world, we

It was certainly Newcastle’s first

Picture: Mark O’Dwyer.

facilities. This covers design and

Stephen Found, Bytecraft Managing

in Australia.

Castlemaine Historical Society, agrees.

three functional entities: Bytecraft

Bytecraft Entertainment sells and hires

the oldest surviving purpose-built theatres

Detail of a steel engraving of 1857 showing the

ytecraft, Melbourne-based provider

assets of Jands Production Services.

standing in New South Wales and one of

history of pantomime in Australia.

A prominent theatre-techno company announces a major expansion plan.

announced its acquisition of the lighting

community asset.’

book, Dames, Principal Boys and All That, a

Change of hands for Jands

B

see it go,’ he says. It’s such a vital

Newcastle, is the oldest theatre building still

concern. I don’t think the council could

The lofty fly tower and stage house are
prominent features of the Newcastle

the jail. And for stage performances

streetscape. A major auditorium

Castlemaine’s also got the Phee Broadway

refurbishment in 1921 to make it more

Theatre and the Town Hall and the War

suitable for films included a redesign of the

Memorial Stadium for concerts.’

dress circle. A highlight of the auditorium is

Castlemaine resident Sue Turner is
trying to raise interest in a plan to establish

the elaborately decorated proscenium arch.
Although the Victoria Theatre is intact

a community co-operative trust in which

from the orchestra pit to the ceiling, it

individuals or groups could buy membership.

suffered years of neglect after it ceased to

‘Or,’ says Sue. ‘There might be a white
knight out there with some venture capital.’

‘We’re really running four businesses at
the Royal: a theatre that can seat up to 500

‘You need to preserve its history without

Jands Production Services, commented:

for films and live performances, an ice

making it into a museum.

Eric Robinson, Managing Director of

with its name molded in the top, a plush

consider taking it over. They already have

John Walters adds a note of warning:

entertainment industry.

1890-91 with a classical Victorian façade

‘It can’t just be a tourist attraction that

be used as a theatre. In 1990, a jeans
company unsympathetically built a modern
shop at street level but that is now closed
and abandoned.
In 1999 the Victoria was advertised as a
city redevelopment opportunity. This

‘The tendency world-wide is for our

cream parlour and coffee shop, a wine bar

says. ‘This includes all Varilite rigging,

in the provision of specialty products and

industry to specialise. This sale allows Jands

and restaurant, and a function room for

doesn’t mean anything to the locals and isn’t

ignored the building's listing on the

dimming and associated lighting equipment.

state-of-the-art engineering design services

to focus on our sound department which

receptions, weddings and so on.’

a real theatre.’

Register of the National Estate.

The Jands inventory will be integrated with

for critical electronic equipment and

has recently undergone considerable

Bytecraft’s own extensive inventory which

systems, particularly for the entertainment,

expansion with the purchase of line array

performances were under canvas. The first

theatre, contact Sue Turner on 5472 1015 or

Register—and so has the highest statutory

will enable us to provide whatever lighting

hospitality and retail industries.

systems from V-Dosc, JBL and Clair Bros.’

Royal was built in 1853. After a fire the

see www.castlemaine.au.com/Theatre

protection—the owner can still seek to

products our clients require.’

Bytecraft’s Automation operations

Castlemaine’s first theatrical

For information on moves to save the

While it is also on the State Heritage

redevelop the site and may eventually be

For more information contact Durham

present building was constructed in 1858,

A privately owned Australian company,

include the design, manufacture and supply

Ritchie at Bytecraft Entertainment Pty Ltd,

although it has been considerably altered

details of the property on the agent’s

permitted to do so. Heritage listing

Bytecraft Pty Ltd was incorporated in 1984.

of world’s-best stage automation systems to

9587 2555, or visit their website:

through the years. ‘It’s the oldest

website: www.joecappy.com.au

encourages preservation, but listing alone is

Its activities have now been rationalised into

major theatre and other entertainment

www.bytecraft.com.au

n

continually running theatre in mainland

You can find a pictorial coverage and

not sufficient protection.

n

Australia,’ says John Walter. ‘It survived
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Stage call for AusStage
A group of eight Australian universities, led by Flinders University, Adelaide,
is developing a national performing arts database.
o be known as AusStage, the
New South Wales Hub

T

project is supported by a grant
from the Australian Research

Council, the Council of Heads of Australian
University Studies Institutions, the
Australasian Drama Studies Association and
members of Museum Australia’s Performing
arts Special Interest Group.
Brainchild of Joh Hartog of the Drama
Department of Flinders University,
AusStage’s aims are:
n

the creation of a website as a focal

point and mechanism for data entry
and searching,
n

national database listing all performing arts
events in Australia,
n

The creation or acquisition of information
from 1789 is the aim of the New South
Wales Hub. This will embrace Sydney and
regional professional and amateur
performing arts events from the establishment
of the colony to the present day.
Key players during stage one are the

ISSN 1444-0156

Winter 2001
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and Dance, the University of NSW Social
Sciences and Library, the Seaborn
Broughton and Walford Foundation, the

Contents

Wolanski Foundation and Mark Carpenter,
Australian performing arts database.
Testing of data entry for January 2001
onwards is now in train and the creation of

identification, creation and storage of
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University of NSW School of Theatre, Film

a private collector with a substantial

development of a comprehensive

Victoria
Theatres
Trust

entries for past events is expected to begin

MTC’s new theatre plans on show

1

Capital works

2

Louise starts C2 

2

text, images, audio and video files to be

within the next few months. This will entail

Honours to theatre people

3

linked to the national database,

the importation of records from Mark

Carroll’s house on the hill for sale

3

n

identification of performing arts

Carpenter’s database and creation of entries

information and databases in Australian

from the substantial Dennis Wolanski

Does Melbourne need more theatres? 4

collection institutions,

Library of the Performing Arts program

Upgrade for the Ath

n

development of search protocols to

extract and present data from the AusStage
database and other information sources,
n

the conversion of legacy print-based

and electronic records, and
n

the development of a performing arts

collection, at the University of NSW Library.
For more information or to register your
interest in NSW events, contact Paul
Bentley: pbentley@idx.com.au
For those interested in events in other
states, contact the national project manager

gateway through the National Library of

Joh Hartog at Flinders University: drjh@

Australia Subject Gateway Project.

flinders.edu.au
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